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Abstract
This article investigates two ubiquitous slogans that circulate among gay social media apps:
‘No Fats, No Fems’ and ‘Masc for Masc’. In their recurrence, both offer gendered readings
of corporeality and ability, which equate muscled bodies with forms of desirable masculinity. In collecting data from SCRUFF, I document how gay male social media apps
generate narrow deﬁnitions of masculinity that, like the slogans, uphold physical ﬁtness
and compulsory able-bodiedness as hallmarks of gay desirability. Alongside these trends, I
highlight ‘working out’ as an exceptional form of gay male labour that prioritises ability and
transforms the muscled body into a commodity that is successfully advertised on these
apps.
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‘Can you imagine two worse things than being fat and gay?’
– Pop star George Michael on being photographed
shirtless in 2004.
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Introduction
Two ubiquitous aphorisms – ‘No Fats, No Fems’ and ‘Masc for Masc’ (masculine for
masculine) – trafﬁc heavily on gay social networking apps designed to accommodate
hook-up culture. These slogans advertise preference under the guise of exclusion: lines of
attraction and desire are legibly drawn in the sand, positioning ‘fats’ and ‘fems’ as the
undesirables and ‘masc’ as a paradigm for gay, male sexual attraction. In their recycled
nature, these slogans implicitly offer a skewed understanding of corporeality and ability
within gay male communities, namely, that plus-sized bodies are equated and corralled
with femininity, whereas ﬁt or muscled bodies are presumed masculine. These apps
underscore frameworks of gay masculinity that prioritise ability – what an abled body can
achieve through exercise or ‘working out’ – and deprioritise certain bodies and selfidentiﬁcations as not only inferior to muscled bodies but also outside the realm of queer
attraction and desire.
This article forays into the geolocational social media apps used for gay male romantic
and sexual connections – a focus recently branded ‘Grindr Studies’ (Miles, 2017; Murray
and Ankerson, 2016; Mowlabocus, 2010; Roth, 2015; Shield, 2019) – by which to assess
the community delineations that manifest around social constructions of masculinity, their
coherence with particular embodiments and the desirability of neoliberal, consumer
exercise culture. Rather than focusing on the infamy of Grindr, this article magniﬁes its
app kin, SCRUFF. Available in 18 different languages, SCRUFF boasts more than 10
million users worldwide. SCRUFF users self-identify and, in turn, actively seek members
who self-identify by speciﬁc gay subgroups that are best understood by embodied afﬁnities, such as Muscle, Bear (a particularly hirsute, fuller-bodied gay man) or Jock/
Athlete. Light (2007) study of Gaydar – a precursor to Grindr and SCRUFF – suggests
that these gay group self-identiﬁcations bespeak varying commitments to multiple
masculinities, where a self-identiﬁcation of Bear, for example, encodes a more masculinist expectation than say the ostensibly less virile masculinity of Geeks – two
subgroups I return to in my discussion of SCRUFF. In other words, presumptions of one’s
embodiment and its legibility within a limitedly deﬁned gay male subgroup anticipate
performances of masculinity. These gendered preconceptions are both reiﬁed and troubled
by SCRUFF. There is not a stably deﬁned masculinity scale by which one selfidentiﬁcation can be tracked over others; instead, apps like these demand cultural presumptions about how embodiment, performance and masculinity universally cohere. ‘No
Fats, No Fems’ and ‘Masc for Masc’, alongside these presumptions, toxically telegraph
the boundaries of acceptable gay masculinities. This article queries both acceptable and
desirable embodiments and masculinities in order to realise how abled performance,
especially as understood by ‘working out’ and emblematised by the muscled body,
furthers those desirabilities and acceptabilities within gay social networking apps.
I read the muscled body through the lenses of disability and fat studies – feminist and
queer ﬁelds that most pointedly address ableist rhetoric. Because of this theoretical
interweaving, I want to be clear: the muscled body is not de facto ableist, which would,
ironically, seem to suggest that differently abled individuals cannot achieve the muscled
body. Rather as modelled by these apps, the gloriﬁcation of the muscled body is reliant on
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ableist (and classist) access to exercise equipment, gym cultures and food services, which
serve to manufacture the muscled look, advertise it successfully on social media and thus
achieve and hawk a pleasurable, embodied commodity. The muscled look, in turn,
engenders a hallmark of a particular genre of gay, male masculinity.
SCRUFF users herald and uphold the muscled body as the pinnacle of popularity,
desirability and success. The data presented here reveal that the achievement of success on
these apps is determined by a user’s ability to perform and exude a particular paradigm
of physical ﬁtness. In contrast, the elision of fat and fem identities corresponds with
troubling assumptions and stereotypes about these bodies, which emphasise their perceived inability to embody what their masculine, muscled brethren do. In this way, I offer,
more centrally, a theorisation of what underlines ‘working out’ within gay male communities. The hard bodies popularised by SCRUFF and the desire those bodies spur is
best accomplished by what we colloquially call ‘working out’. Such an expression works
doubly in this situation: eschewing the more quotidian understanding which means to
physically exert one’s body given one’s particular ability, ‘working out’, I argue, realises
the queer, exceptional possibility of exercise.
I thus use SCRUFF as a means to queerly and playfully read Marx to posit the queer
utopic possibility of ‘working out’ as a critical key concept – mode of being – that
circulates within a gay male community that is ﬁxated on physical ﬁtness and compulsory
abledness. ‘Working out’ acknowledges such physical exercise as a labour that alongside
Marx’s formulation, rubs with and against formations of capital, gesturing towards revised readings of erotic capital proffered by Hakim (2011), Green (2013) and Wesling
(2011). Even more, given that Sedgwick (2002) reminds us of the exigencies of our
prepositional usage, ‘working out’ recognises the preposition ‘out’ as one that mobilises
a form of queer visibility made clear by social media apps that require and glorify photos
of one’s body: the results of the work done through exercise. Working out, alongside ‘No
Fats, No Fems’, becomes the physical and cultural solution to remediate fat and/or fem
gay male identities and participates in the false notion that ‘working hard enough’ can
grow perfection, even perfect bodies. As SCRUFF and its social media ilk illustrate, such
a labour-intensive process not only reeks of problematic masculinities and a skewed work
ethic, but also generates a genre of gay male desire that disenfranchises those bodies who
are not invested in a speciﬁc type of exercise labour.

It is SCRUFF out there
Made available in 2010, SCRUFF advertises itself as ‘a fun and inclusive space where all
of our members around the globe can freely and authentically be themselves. As the
biggest LGBTQ-owned and operated dating app, we don’t just build the app, we’re users
too, and we’re deeply committed to keeping SCRUFF a friendly and safe place for
everyone.’ Intention and reality are often ironically juxtaposed. Within SCRUFF, the most
desirable members are exalted to a section of the app where recognition is bestowed on
them as ‘Most Woof’d’. Despite its name, and appearance as a paw print, the woof
embodies a nascent, non-verbal form of ﬂirting. Hennen (2008), for example, suggests
that Bear-identiﬁed gay men use the onomatopoeic ‘woof’ as a compliment used to
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signify attraction to another (p. 4). SCRUFF, as the name and woof might imply, regards
itself as an app for those who identify as or seek hirsute men. Yet, it is not exclusively used
by these individuals. SCRUFF’s algorithm accounts for the ‘Most Woof’d’ and aggregates these members into their own grid on the home page, where the most popular are
further advertised to become even more popularised through spotlighted proﬁles. ‘Most
Woof’d’ users become, in other words, front page news. By the app’s algorithm, ‘Most
Woof’d’ members receive acclaim because of their appeal to other users; their popularity
becomes even more recycled because they remain on the app’s home page alongside
categories such as ‘New Users’ and ‘Global Online’. These subsections are not mutually
exclusive, which suggests that a particularly popular member could appear on the ‘New
User’, ‘Global Online’ and ‘Most Woof’d’ grids simultaneously. And while the app does
employ geolocational tracking, these grids are randomly assorted on the home page and
not bound or determined by geolocation. As is clear with the insistence on ‘No Fats, No
Fems’, the users deemed most valuable by this app are those who self-identify as Muscle.
For those familiar with these apps, it comes as no surprise that users further delineate
those worthy of attraction within racial hierarchies. As Pérez (2015), Lim (2014), Shimizu
(2016) and Bailey (2016) have demonstrated, and as other insidious phrases such as ‘No
Fats, No Fems, No Blacks, No Asians’ elucidate, assumed racial identiﬁcation and white
passing demarcate the boundaries of success within the gay community, which is exacerbated by behaviour on apps such as these. While the intersectional layering of racial
identity, queer affect and muscled embodiment are prime for exploration – as Han (2008),
Liu (2015) and Smith and Brown (2020) have deftly diagnosed – this article homes in
primarily on the overlooked role that ableism communicates on these apps. The anti-black
and anti-API (Asian/Paciﬁc Islander) rhetoric that snakes its way onto these apps does not
escape me, nor do the intersections of race and ability. By opting to focus on ability, I do
not downplay the lived realities of institutionalised racism on apps like SCRUFF – an
experience with which I am intimately familiar. Like Liu, my primary goal is ‘not to
differentiate between different forms of discrimination’ (2015, p. 256).
However, as the cultural and app-speciﬁc recurrences of ‘No Fats, No Fems’ and
‘Masc for Masc’ make evident, the achievement of the muscled body is not deﬁned
exclusively by a particular race. Most of these apps, in addition to minimising the alleged
self-evidence of racial identity, focus instead on self-identifying gay subgroups understood by embodiment: Muscle, Otter, Geek, Twink, etc. Put another way, while there
are not ﬁnite metrics within the app’s metadata to accurately and authentically assess
racial identiﬁcations (which are optionally couched by SCRUFF’s proﬁle builder as
a dropdown for ‘ethnicity’), there is a clear means by which to note self-identifying body
types.

Methods
Over thirty days, from October through November 2019, I collected ethnographic data
from SCRUFF’s ‘Most Woof’d’ section. Originally a sixteen-grid page, this section
aggregates users who have been contacted most by way of the non-verbal woof.1 While
the grid is updated hourly, because many users are popularised over several hours and
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indeed some over days, data were collected once a day so as to offer the greatest diversity
and minimise overlap of popularised users.2 Originally set to collect only 7 days of data,
I found that thirty days provided a robust data set that would account for more accurate
patterns and measurements. 480 unique individual proﬁles were viewed and their selfreported identities and preferences noted over the thirty days of observation. The data
compiled here account for the self-identiﬁed and selected communities to which a user
supposes they belong as well as those communities they actively seek. Individual proﬁle
images and handles were deliberately not collected so as to provide the most anonymity
and to maintain ethical soundness. As Fiesler and Proferes (2018) note, Twitter users, as
one social media example, are generally split about the use of their tweets for research, and
the appropriation of social media posts for scholarship remains an ethically murky area.
My use of SCRUFF proﬁles here, though, follows Race (2015), who declares, ‘nothing
should prevent bona ﬁde participants in sexual cultures from representing their experiences of these cultures in scholarly venues and using these reﬂections to inform their
analysis’ (p. 258). As both an emic and etic participant, I follow Race’s lead.
In examining proﬁles, I exclusively documented the app’s pre-determined subgroups
by which these users ﬁrst, self-identiﬁed and second, reported their group preferences (i.e.
I am: Muscle, Jock, Bear; I am interested in: Muscle, Daddy, Bear). Over the thirty days,
6850 individual data points were compiled and thus reﬂect all collated self-identiﬁcations
and preferences. The results overwhelmingly reveal the fetishisation of the muscled body
as the paradigmatic legible body for gay desirability and thereby success on SCRUFF.
I endeavour here not to offer a subjective metric by which to authenticate users’ reported
self-identiﬁcations or to excoriate muscled men and their adoring fans. Instead, I see the
prioritisation of the muscled body on these apps in conversation with pointedly dismissive
language, such as ‘No Fats, No Fems’, to delegitimate other body identities, which in turn
doubles down on toxic forms of desirable masculinity that predicates itself on appearances
and the rhetoric of compulsory able-bodiedness.

SCRUFF as critical inquiry
Though SCRUFF’s ‘Most Woof’d’ section showcases and fetishises the muscled bodies,
the app provides nineteen subgroups by which users can self-identify. These nineteen
include (alongside my data’s shorthand) Bears (B), Guys Next Door (GND), Jocks (J),
Geeks (G), Muscle (M), Daddies (D), Chasers (CH), Military (MI), Leather (L), Twinks
(T), Chubs (CB), Queer (Q), Poz (P), Discreet (DI), College (C), Otter (OT), Bisexual
(BI), Transgender (TG) and Drag (DR). SCRUFF provides no descriptions or deﬁnitions
of these subgroups and instead, like other similar apps, employs the fallacy that these
embodiments are culturally legible markers that span geographic and cultural borders.
I also do not provide extensive deﬁnitions for these identities not to perpetuate this fallacy,
but given that their cultural construction is constantly mobile though presumed to be
static.3 For Bersani (1996), ‘Chosen self-designations [he focuses on gay or queer] no
longer designate the reality we might assume to be indissolubly connected to whatever
term is used’ (p. 2). The transience of these identities, Bersani reasons, holds cultural
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Figure 1. ■■■.

signiﬁcance in that one implicitly intuits what a, for example, muscled individual (should)
look and act like. The irony is that the desirability of particular communities arises
because of an identity one assumes to be unmoving. The visual performance of a particular
identity is paramount on SCRUFF and serves as corroboration of self-identiﬁcations as
well as those identities one seeks (Figure 1).
Despite 19 preset groups, the app limits the number of communities to which one may
identify or declare interest, suggesting (erroneously) that there is only minimal overlap
among group identiﬁcation. On SCRUFF, each individual can identify with up to ﬁve
subgroups and each individual can select up to ﬁve subgroups whose emblematic individuals may be most desirable. These self-identiﬁcations are reported through the
‘I am…’ and ‘I am looking for’ dropdown options found on the SCRUFF proﬁle builder
and are documented in both ﬁgures here. Since users can select ﬁve self-identiﬁcations
and ﬁve preferences, each individual, at most, generated up to 25 singular data points.
Some did not select ﬁve self-identiﬁcations or preferences, but most did. For example, the
ﬁrst individual revealed in the table above reported his subgroup self-identiﬁcations as
‘Jock, Muscle, Geek, College, Daddy’ and sought ‘Jock, Muscle, Geek, College’ individuals. I will return, shortly, to how these collective self-identiﬁcations may in fact be
confusing or oxymoronic in their amalgam. As noted above, this was transcribed as ‘J,M,
G,C,D’ and ‘J,M,G,C’, respectively. These sequences were transposed for all 480 unique
proﬁles over the thirty days. (Figure 1)

Coding SCRUFF data
To best address the desirability of a particular embodied type, each string of preferences
and self-identiﬁcations was broken down to a two-letter sequence. For example, as the
two ﬁgures above and below corroborate, the ‘Jock, Muscle, Geek, College, Daddy’
individual who seeks ‘Jock, Muscle, Geek, College’ would generate twenty separate data
points given that the Jock individual seeks a Jock, a Muscle, a Geek, and a College.
One tally was generated for each of the following dyads: Jock–Jock, Jock–Muscle,
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Jock–Geek, Jock–College, Muscle–Jock, Muscle–Muscle, Muscle–Geek, Muscle–College, Geek–Jock, Geek–Muscle, Geek–Geek, Geek–College, College–Jock, College–
Muscle, College–Geek, College–College, Daddy–Jock, Daddy–Muscle, Daddy–Geek
and Daddy–College. Over the thirty days, 6855 dyads were generated by the 480 proﬁles.
This methodology suggests that SCRUFF users are more interested in individuals from
particular subgroups – Muscle who is interested in Jock, Muscle, Geek or College – rather
than solely in an individual that embodied the amalgamated coherence of each subgroup
listed – a user who was Jock, Muscle, Geek and College.4 For example, as the data for this
individual reveal below, Muscle–Jock and Jock–Muscle were deﬁned as separate data
points given that in the former, a Muscle individual seeks a Jock and in the latter, a Jock
seeks Muscle (Figure 2).
Since proﬁles on SCRUFF do not mandate self-identiﬁcations or preferences, those
individuals who did not self-identify as well as those individuals who did not identify
groups of interest were excluded from the data. Of the 480, only one did not self-identify
as a participant in any community, and forty individuals did not specify their subgroups of
desired preference. The majority of the remaining 439 individuals identiﬁed with ﬁve
subgroups – the most they can select – and also selected ﬁve subgroups that epitomised
their seeking preferences. This not only generated more data points but expressed the
intersectional communities to which a user may feel belonging.

Muscles matter: Findings from SCRUFF

AQ6

With regard to the popularity of the Muscle archetype, 434 (98.9%) of the 439 individuals
either self-reported as Muscle or were seeking Muscle. Of the 439 individuals who listed
both their self-identiﬁcation and their community preferences, 424 (96.7%) of those selfreported as Muscle and 418 (95%) of those sought Muscle. The ‘Most Woof’d’ then
disproportionately features individuals who embody and seek Muscle. While 6855
different subgroup dyads were generated (i.e. Muscle–Jock and Jock–Geek), 1838 (27%)
self-identiﬁed as Muscle in search of members of all nineteen groups, though with great
discrepancy among the groups.5 Within the 1838, 397 (21.6%) were Muscle seeking
Muscle. 300 (16.3%) were Muscle seeking Jock. 203 (11%) were Muscle seeking Bear.
173 (9.4%) were Muscle seeking Daddy, 170 (9.2%) were Muscle seeking Guy Next Door
and 136 (7.4%) were Muscle seeking Geek. Across the eighteen other subgroups, the
interest in Muscle accounted for 1030 (15%) of all totalled dyads. No other group, except
for Muscle and Jock, exceeded 912 pairs (Figure 3).
As the ﬁgure above reveals, the second-most popular subgroup captured by the app’s
‘Most Woof’d’ section was Jock with 1232 pairs (18%). Guy Next Door followed with
912 pairs (13.3%), and, surprisingly, Geek dyads totalled 877 (12.8%), which made this
subgroup fourth-most popular. Muscle, Jock, Guy Next Door and Geek self-identiﬁed
individuals combined constituted 70% of all ‘Most Woof’d’ users over the thirty days.
The preference for a Muscle individual remained the highest grossing tally among
fourteen of the eighteen subgroups, with the exception of Chub, Chaser, Twink and
Bisexual. These four subgroups expressed a slight preference for their respective
identities. The dyad pairs for these four groups combined (n = 197) accounted for 2.9% of
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Figure 2. ■■■.

all tallied. In these lower frequency scenarios, Muscle preference was second and usually
only behind by one tally. These variations also maintain a considerable logic. For example, among Bisexual-reporting dyads (n = 122), 22 (18%) sought other Bisexuals and
21 (17.2%) sought Muscle. Understandably, Bisexual users would seek one another due to
the presumed similitude of sexual identiﬁcation and perhaps in correspondence with the
experience of bi-erasure within queer and non-queer communities (Holthaus, 2014;
McLean, 2008; Obrados-Campos, 2011). Chaser individuals (n = 26), in addition, sought
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Bears (23%) slightly more than Muscle (15.4%), which makes sense given that Chasers,
within the parameters of SCRUFF, are individuals who seek Bears.

Legible bodies: Popularity and unpopularity on SCRUFF
If these results are indicative of what gay men desire on SCRUFF, then they are deeply
skewed towards subgroups that deﬁne themselves by physical traits. For example,
Muscle, Jock and Bear are all externally recognisable and purportedly legible on the app
and the body. Again, while no deﬁnitions are generated by the app, the Muscle, Jock or
Bear body is allegedly self-evident and, as these data show, is sought with great interest.6
These recognitions accompany the singular proﬁle photo that one selects as selfrepresentation. While photos and handles were not documented, I did note whether
the representative proﬁle image included a shirtless (or less) image. For example, on
average, over the month of observation, 81% of the proﬁle photos included users without
shirts (or less).7 In other words, roughly 13 of the 16 proﬁles observed each day featured
half-naked men; some days, every individual spotlighted in the ‘Most Woof’d’ section
was in some state of dishabille. By noting this, I do not endeavour to sound the prudish,
Puritanical alarm bell. Rather, such visuals clarify or corroborate a user’s selfidentiﬁcations and also, at times, make self-identiﬁcations unnecessary. Put simply,
the app’s primary focus on a visual logic can conﬁrm or contradict a user’s expectations
and assumptions of a particular subgroup category.
Whereas it is clear that muscled individuals are exceptionally popular on SCRUFF,
over the thirty days, not a single individual popularised in the ‘Most Woof’d’ section selfreported as Transgender or Drag.8 Six individuals sought Transgender individuals, but
who, based on the conﬁnes of SCRUFF, would identify as a man. Only one individual
articulated a preference for a Drag individual, which was also grouped with a preference
for Jock, Geek, Twink and Chaser. The preferences for members of Transgender and Drag
individuals combined accounted for 43 (0.6%) of the 6855. Legacies of trans- and dragphobia well documented in gay male communities (Wang-Jones et al., 2018; Weiss, 2004)
are continued here and rife for further exploration especially with regard to possibilities of
‘passing’ in the trans community. The minimised preference for trans or drag individuals
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among those ‘Most Woof’d’ speaks to varying modes of trans and drag representation that
blend gender performance and gender identity that may be discordant with the gender
performances and identities of SCRUFF’s most popular users, which again sends clearly
delineated messages about queer acceptability and success on gay social media apps.
While the popularity of the Muscled individual on SCRUFF was expected, the
popularity of the Geek was unanticipated. The data show that Geek was the fourth-most
popular category (n = 877), tailing Guy Next Door (n = 912) by only 35 pairs. Within the
877 individuals who self-reported as Geek, 185 (21%) sought Muscle, 144 (16.4%)
sought Jock and 116 (13.2%) Geeks sought other Geeks. Whereas Muscle and Jock
suggest a physical embodiment – a body that looks and acts in particular ways – the
subgroup, Geek, does not translate identically. A Geek on this app is not a caricature of
a brainiac, poindexter or other slighting dysphemism. Instead, both self-identifying as and
seeking a Geek seem to suggest a desire for individuals who are intelligent, which erroneously synonymises geekiness and intelligence. In many ways, a geek is a misﬁt
option and more a self-projection of one’s mental chops within a limited swath of
subgroup categories that do not make such abilities widely discernable. For example, 99%
of the Geek-identiﬁed individuals also self-reported as Muscle. While these identities are
not antithetical, I ﬁnd that selecting Muscle suggests to one’s proﬁle-cruising audience
that one has achieved a particular embodiment. By also selecting Geek, the individual
implies that, in addition to this fetishised body, he also has the brains. While not all
Muscles were Geeks, only six Geeks did not identify as Muscle. In effect, it seems that,
according to the representational apparatus of SCRUFF, brains are important, but muscles
are more important.

Working out: Marx muscled
Marx could not care less about working out. Although known for ﬂexing his philosophical
muscles, it’s likely that he never lifted a barbell in his life. By looking to Marx’s
conﬁguration of labour and the historical materialist rhetoric that his collaboration with
Engels spurred, I offer the phrase ‘working out’ to conjoin the embodied work and labour
that accompanies the attainment of the muscled body and the queer visibility that
a preposition like ‘out’ evidences. About labour, Marx (1887) writes:
Labour is, in the ﬁrst place, a process in which both man and Nature participate, and in which
man of his own accord starts, regulates, and controls the material re-actions between himself
and Nature. He opposes himself to Nature as one of her own forces, setting in motion arms
and legs, head and hands, the natural forces of his body, in order to appropriate Nature’s
productions in a form adapted to his own wants. By thus acting on the external world and
changing it, he at the same time changes his own nature. He develops his slumbering powers
and compels them to act in obedience to his way (p. 127; emphasis added).

If we read man’s ‘own wants’ as an adamancy to construct a muscled, taut body, then the
universal male subject that looms so largely in Marx assuredly positions his ‘arms and
legs, head and hands, the natural forces of his body’ in order to effect this outcome. The
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muscled man acts both on the external world but also on himself, which inevitably brings
about a change in ‘his own nature’. The pursuit of the muscled body is one that compels
action and makes the body obedient to the rigour of sets, lifting and muscle growth. Marx
adds, ‘Besides the exertion of the bodily organs, the process demands that, during the
whole operation, the workman’s will be steadily in consonance with his purpose’ (p. 127).
The ‘workman’s will’ fosters the muscled construction of his hard body and communicates a body language that is dead-set on a masculinist ‘purpose’, akin to an attractive
disciplining of the male body. Perhaps, after all, Marx was interested in body building.
Putting my playful close reading aside, Marx’s framework contends that the exertion of
the body through labour transforms that labour into a commodity. Marx, to be certain, is
not invested in the pleasurable capacities by which the labouring body becomes commodiﬁed, and I bring him to the fore here so as to identify the alignment of the process of
working out and forms of erotic capital and queer value, which emerge from historical
materialist traditions. The neoliberal gym-centred contexts on which I focus are vastly
different than the industrial capitalism to which Marx reacts, and I seek not to ﬂatten
historical difference. Indeed, queer histories of labour are well established (D’Emilio
1983; Hennen 2008; Han 2009; Hakim 2016). But Marx’s hermeneutic of labour,
commodiﬁcation and valuation is still worth its weight in gold. Hakim’s (2011) articulation of erotic capital imbues, especially, women-identiﬁed individuals with social,
cultural and economic privileges and thus agentive abilities that are predicated on physical
and sexual attractiveness. Green (2013) uses Bourdieu’s framework to take Hakim to task
for her myopic theorisation, which reinforces forms of privilege and power and ignores
the intersections of age, class, race, ethnicity and sexuality. Of course, ability could be
added to this critique. Working out’s erotic capital reasons that one, following Marx,
labour congeals in the commodity and thus generates its commodity valuation. And, two,
that the commodiﬁcation of gay male muscled body becomes a pleasurable pursuit by
which that commodiﬁed body becomes self-actualised.

Embodied alienation, commodiﬁcation and exceptionalism
The muscled body reads as a commodity icon that staves off alienation and instead
operates as a means of alienating others who do not maintain the cultural or ﬁnancial
capital to achieve muscledom. So while the muscled commodity does not itself become
alienated through its labour (contra Marx), the muscled body’s labour, as modelled by
SCRUFF, seeks to alienate others who do not comport themselves identically. Miller
(1992) notes that the logic of capital also necessitates ‘an embodied subject with the status
of a commodity’ (p. 32). And it is here that Miller, in Bringing Out Roland Barthes, comes
closest to my assessment of ‘working out’. The ‘normativeness of a single body type’ – for
Miller here, it is the muscled and macho-elided body – ‘stands contradicted by an abstraction that continues to alienate everyone from their bodies, including those who
apparently come closest to embodying the types’ (p. 32). In its usual Marxist frame, the
laborer’s compulsory labor deprioritises the self and ushers in self-denial: the laborer’s
work ‘does not afﬁrm himself but denies himself’ (Marx, 1978, p. 74). This is not the case
for SCRUFF. Alienation’s application and deﬁnition is then perverted by the muscled
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body schemata because for the muscled individual, the alienation is not compulsory or
self-denying. Instead, the muscled embodiment morphs into a site of pleasurable selfafﬁrmation requisite for gym culture: excessive dieting, meal supplementation and exercising limits. The asceticism of body building gestures towards a bodily image of
homonormativised desire, something I return to in my conclusion.9 Alienation – which for
Marx eschews the labourer’s self-afﬁrmation – from the muscled body and its commensurate scope of desire, instead, is reworked to emblematise those who reject; attempt
to and come up short; or cannot achieve this idealised body type, which resonates with an
embodied failure. This alienation is one that reeks of personal failure and the subsequent
self-denial and dismissal that might follow, which may very well be construed, following
Halberstam’s (2011) provocation, as an artistic form of failure that exudes queer exceptionalism. There are then two competing forms of queer exceptionalism afoot here: the
muscled body, which in its popularity becomes an exceptional icon of gay male desire on
SCRUFF and the non-muscled fat or fem body whose queer failure becomes its own mode
of exceptionalism viz., Halberstam. The actualisation of the muscle body thus accompanies the commodiﬁcation of desire, which muscled individuals emanate and thus seethe
as paradigmatic bodies within gay male subcultures.10
In other words, the muscled body works to become the icon of queer desirability and
thus paramount value – what Wang (2020) has recently described as performative labour
on gay social media platforms. Wesling’s (2011) assessment of queer value emphasises
a similar vein of Marxist ‘labor’ and Arendtian ‘work’ by which queer subjectivity and the
value of gender performance accompany the body as a site of ‘perpetual labor’ (p. 108).
Wesling’s queer value, which focuses on drag, is apposite in thinking through the
perpetual and performative labour of the muscled body on SCRUFF. The value of the
muscled body on these apps results from the labour that goes into achieving the muscled
look: the ‘right’ food, taking the appropriate supplements, exercising the right muscles,
maintaining a rigorous exercise schedule and photographing oneself to document these
achievements – a curious history that runs parallel to the emergence of other social media
platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, OnlyFans and Tumblr. The commodiﬁed
muscled body, like a luxury good, cannot be purchased by the masses. Instead, as these
social media apps make available, the muscled body can be courted, thus making
commodity ascertainment a process of interrelational engagement, a tie to Hakim’s (2011)
discussion of erotic capital and its interrelational necessities. SCRUFF’s muscled icon
then reinforces Glick’s (2009) observation of the lamination of queer and commodity
logics, which ‘mak[e] gay and lesbian identity a privileged emblem for capitalism’s
contradiction between hidden, inner relations and the visibility of outward appearances’
(p. 3). As SCRUFF demonstrates though, successful engagement with muscle-identiﬁed
individuals remains contingent on ﬁrst having that muscled body. The circulation of the
image and representation of the muscled body may move among different gay communities, but as ‘No Fats, No Fems’, ‘Masc for Masc’ and thereby ‘muscled for muscled’
make clear, the commodiﬁcation of the muscled body is only available to other muscled
commodities. In turn, the system of engagement is not open in all the different ways Das
Kapital or other theories of erotic capital may lead us to believe; instead, it proves to be
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a particularly insular and closed system of self-selecting individuals interested in only
others who mirror – sometimes literally – that identical self-selection.
The achievement of the muscled body, by SCRUFF’s metrics, thus represents and
registers a culturally and sexually legible marker that insists upon elitist values. The
muscled body upholds and exalts other muscled bodies; the value of and desire for
sameness cannot be overestimated. By working out and becoming the muscled body, the
gay muscled individual not only reafﬁrms the social desirability of his body but also
underlines his own attraction to self and others like the self: an attraction that is contingent
on one’s work towards muscle gain and bodily perfection. The muscled body becomes
a pleasurable commodiﬁcation of embodiment; the embodiment of muscledom becomes
a means by which the muscled individual can commodify everything he has achieved.
Yet, body building remains a Fordist process. Ewan’s (2006) ‘Hard Bodies’ describes this
mechanisation of the body for maximum output:
To achieve his goal, he [the bodybuilder] approaches his body piece by piece; with each
machine he performs a discrete task. Along the way he also assumes the job of inspector,
surveying the results of each task in the mirrors that surround him. The division of labor, the
fragmentation of the work process, and the regulating function of continual measurement and
observation […] are all intrinsic to this form of recreation. Like any assembly line worker,
H-— [the body builder interviewed] needs no overall knowledge of the process he is engaged
in, only the speciﬁc tasks that comprise that process (p. 43).

For Ewan, the bodybuilder cum assembly line worker achieves his goal by working each
cog to its utmost efﬁciency. Only then is the mechanised body suited for additional
muscle-building labor. The fragmentation of different muscle groups – abs, biceps and
hamstrings – working together creates the muscled Leviathan, who wields ‘working out’
as a primary interest and mode of exceptionalism and seeks those, on these apps, with
identical attainment and valuation.

Yes fats, yes fems: Against homonormativity

AQ7

Anti-heteronormative discourse has long been vaunted as a central tenet of queer
scholarship. But as queer and disability scholars, we should also take to task homonormative rhetoric and patterns that invariably usher in particular, ostensibly normative,
representations of queerness (Duggin, 2002; Puar 2007). To return to the ‘No Fats, No
Fems’ phenomenon with which I began, fat and fem identities are perceived as existing
opposite to muscled embodiment – polarised identities that correspond with un/desirable
modes of gay masculinity and embodiment that inform sexuality. Whereas ‘No Fats, No
Fems’ circulates on apps like SCRUFF, these discriminatory catchphrases have exploded
ofﬂine too. Take, for example, this popular tank top sold by fashion label Marek + Richard
in 2016 (Figure 4).
Of course, not all fats are fems and vice versa. The slogan and tank though, by way of
lexical and syntactic elision, suggest otherwise. ‘No Fats, No Fems’ realises an implicit
identity conﬂation: Fats are Fems, Fems are Fats. The body that cannot achieve a ﬁt
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Figure 4. ■■■.

aesthetic thus fails to attain a desirable brand of masculinity, which becomes presumptively polarised as feminine – leaving no space for shades of grey in gender performance. Fats and fems are thus construed as undesirable modes of gay being, pointedly
averred by the repetition of ‘No’. In her landmark discussion of the visual rhetoric of
disability, Garland Thomson (2001) reminds us the role of seeing – of visibility and
representation – is the primary mode by which contemporary American understands the
limits and achievements of ableism.11 Disability, for Garland-Thomson, is not an inherent
or congenital inferiority; it is, instead, a culturally constructed narrative of the body akin to
racism and sexism, which systemically ‘produces subjects by differentiating and making
bodies’ (p. 348). These slogans likewise produce subjects through differentiation.
This compulsory ableist rhetoric implicitly instills itself in SCRUFF’s representation of
the gay, muscled body and the reiteration of ‘No Fats, No Fems’. Indeed, many of the
exceptionally popular muscled proﬁles include this insidious slogan. The muscled body is
culturally constructed by the process of working out, and in its endorsement of gym
culture, so too is the muscled body’s representation of masculinity. Muscularity, Long
(1997) writes, ‘does indeed become a substitute for the phallus’, which integrates gay
sexuality and hyper-masculinity (p. 21). The fat or fem body contrastingly is constructed
as the body that cannot or does not achieve either the physical ﬁtness or masculine
quotient necessary to ascertain muscledom. Whereas Miller (1992) observes the ﬁt,
masculine (he uses ‘macho’) archetype as ‘the body that can fuck you, fuck you over’,
Whitesel’s (2014) Fat Gay Men notes that fat individuals are presumed somehow ‘defective’, ‘slow’, ‘deserve to be taken advantage of’, ‘cannot perform at sports’ and are
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thus rendered ‘unsexy’ (Miller, p. 31; Whitesel, p. 31). These presumptions not only
desexualise the fat gay individual but also draw associations with effeminacy, which as
Hennen (2008) documents has long insisted on particular gay affects as desexualising and
de-gendering. The gay, macho body, Miller further insists, eschews associations with
effeminacy and becomes a means by which to exact forms of subjecting others; their
muscled, masculine body ‘openly appeal[s] to, and deliberately court[s] the possibility of
being shivered by, someone else’s desire’ (p. 31). For Long, gay body building ‘invites
others [who exactly is uncertain] to see him as fully masculine, challenging the world to
see his homosexuality as fully masculine, too’ (p. 22). By this logic, some masculinities
can attain ‘full masculinity’, which Long implies can rupture homophobic assumptions of
masculinity and men who have sex with men. Oppositely, Whitesel explains, ‘Big gay
men often bemoan the fact that ‘fat’ becomes an overriding category that overshadows
their sexuality and denies that they are sexual beings’ (p. 56). On SCRUFF, this is perhaps
best represented by the subgroup Chub, which was only sought by 6 (1.3%) of 480
individuals over thirty days.12 Within a masc for masc and no fats, no fems culture, the
expression or presumption of effeminacy removes gay men from particular sexual and
social spheres where these slogans propagate. Privilege, these media realise, is bestowed
on ‘lean, taut, muscular upper bodies’ (Whitesel, 2014: p. 19).
There remains work to be done in order to properly challenge the heteronormative and
homonormative privileges that remain tied to ableism. Indeed, as with my introduction,
this work can and should approach how other intersecting identities are tracked in social
networking apps like SCRUFF. How might, we could ask, ‘passing’ play into one’s
experience and success on these apps? How does, in a similar vein, white supremacy
appear within the visual grammar of masculinity and ability on SCRUFF? What my
analysis of ‘No Fats, No Fems’, ‘Masc for Masc’ and the promise of ‘working out’ presses
us to reconsider is how these privileges, especially as modelled by the muscled body,
promote homonormative privileges and operate within homonormative hierarchies.
While the ramiﬁcations of heteronormativity may be inescapable, we owe it to ourselves
to gauge how homonormative ableist, sexist and ironically homophobic rhetoric circulates
visually, representationally and informationally. I call then for an intersectional queer and
disability studies lens that continues to reject heteronormativising logic, while also
equally eschewing homonormativising patterns.
To this end, we must further develop our forms of analysis that acknowledge the
instantiation of normative embodiments across sexuality spectrums. If, as Goggin (2018)
forecasts, technology is germane to the future of disability studies, representation and
social justice, then it is necessary to appropriately query how our current technological
reliance remains encoded with compulsory able-bodiedness. What does it mean, this
article has asked, for the muscled body to circulate as the desirable apex of gay embodiment on apps like SCRUFF? What’s more, how does this physical ﬁtness emblematise a queer subgroup that can be commodiﬁed, courted and fucked? Working out
pays off, at least by SCRUFF’s metrics, but what does this mean in terms of our perpetual
complicities with capital and the way in which capital becomes embodied for cultural,
social and monetary gain? The gay, muscled body remains the lacunae of a totalising
desire that demonstrates the fragmentary nature of the gay male social networking
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community. As SCRUFF showcases, the muscled body and its concordance with taglines
like ‘No Fats, No Fems’ and ‘Masc for Masc’ unquestionably prioritise particular body
types and deprivilege the desirability of other body types and community members. The
construction of these privileges cannot be written off solely as preference. How can the
recuperated labour of the body and the embodied performance bring awareness not only to
our positionalities but our privileges within these modes of experience and their connection with desire? Realistic, sustainable answers are few, but this just leaves us with
more to rightly work out.
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Notes
1. As of mid-2020, an update to the app changes the number of grids available on the home page as
well as a larger population of ‘Most Woof’d’ individuals from which those home page
spotlights are randomly selected.
2. Most Woof’d daily is not a category available on SCRUFF, and the only other limiting option
would be Most Woof’d New, which focuses only on new members.
3. A quick gay subgroup shorthand: ‘Chasers’ on SCRUFF refer to men who seek bears (in other
venues, this refers to men who seek HIV+ individuals); a ‘Twink’ is a young, thin, usually white
man; ‘Poz’ is a euphemism for those who are HIV+; ‘Discreet’ includes men who are not fully
out and/or in heteronormative relationships; ‘Otters’ are men who are a more compact version
of the Bear.
4. The app’s recent ‘intersect’ icon allows users to experiment with intersecting identities. The
default is to have intersect turned off. But when enabled, users can ﬁlter by those who have
intersecting self-identiﬁcations – so rather than seeking Muscle or Jock, individuals who identify
as Muscle and Jock appear (https://support.scruff.com/hc/en-us/articles/212753107#intersect).
5. Only one individual who identiﬁed as Muscle expressed interested in an individual who
identiﬁed as Drag, only six for Chub, and only seven for POZ, which is an HIV+ individual. In
contrast, 397 individuals who identiﬁed as Muscle also sought Muscle.
6. A recent SCRUFF development allows users to experiment with ‘Bear Mode’, which seems to
be a nod towards the app’s original audience: Bears. Bear Mode allows users to ﬁlter out nonBear users or Chasers (those interested in Bears). In SCRUFF’s words, ‘It’s an even bigger bear
experience’ (https://support.scruff.com/hc/en-us/articles/217486158-Bear-Mode-).
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7. In an October 2020 community guideline alteration, SCRUFF is now limiting the varying levels
of skin that can be included as proﬁle photos – a clear deviation from the parameters enforced
by Grindr.
8. SCRUFF boasts itself as the ﬁrst gay male social media app to list ‘transgender’ as a possible
community by which one can identify.
9. As Wesling (2011) notes, the Marxist labour that I am attempting to redeﬁne, is likely closer to
the Arendtian understanding of ‘work’, which allows the autonomous subject to leave a mark
on the object world. Wesling extends Marx and Arendt to think through the queering of work as
‘play’.
10. Floyd (2009) suggests that the ‘physiologically articulated regime of sexual knowledge
represents male bodies as operating according to an economy of desire’, which is connected to
the emergence of what Floyd calls ‘performative masculinity’ in the move from the nineteenth
to the twentieth century (p. 87).
11. Whereas Thomson focuses on the medium of photography by which to understand how
audiences are persuaded into beliefs or actions about ability, SCRUFF, as a cognate visual
medium, similarly invokes belief and action systems about the muscled body.
12. On SCRUFF, this subgroup is afﬁliated with the larger Bear community and has been recuperated not exclusively from ‘chubby’ but also in its euphemistic use meaning ‘erection’.
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